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Starving is a great story about a deceased person called a zombie, who started to look for food in a strange place where he had
found himself under unclear circumstances. P 5d3b920ae0
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Good game with nice gameplay and colorfull graphic. Nice game. I like the art style best. And I want more games with this
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Zombie guy. :) A little error thing - invisible block at mission 3, level 4. Cannons are too loud.. No replayability.. Simply casual
arcade low price puzzle - and that's all you need to know!. Good game :). in fact this is a puzzle game, built on a same principle
as a big hit both on mobile and steam platforms - Quell. however, this one features greatly drawn comics graphics and
interesting approach to ui. another difference - you operate zombies eating brains :) Overall - i recommend.. A puzzle in a
simple performance with fun music, the game can be played pretty quickly, well, it's not expensive.. Was nice to play this little
fun game! But not worth more than 10cents ;). A retro style puzzle game. The objective is to collect brains. Classics of the
Genre "zombie eating brains". I love it as it gives me more to game that I already enjoy. I think this game is really fun and
simple.
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